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For Federico de Majo, founder of Zafferano, artistic glassmaking 
and lighting is a family affair. Having first experienced the craft 
using his father’s glass furnace on the island of Murano, de Majo 
took on the role of in-house designer at his family’s lighting factory 
before setting up on his own in the 1980’s under the brand Meltemi.
With a passion for both glass and wine, in 2001 de Majo made the 
move towards creating a line of wine-tasting glasses, offering his 
products to high-end restaurants and prestigious hotels through his 
new brand Zafferano. As the designer’s confidence grew so did his 
product line – revolutionising traditional tableware designs; this 
in turn led to Zafferano-Bespoke Glass Lighting and AiLati being 
established four years later.
Zafferano-Bespoke Glass Lighting focuses on customised glass 
lighting projects and installations designed to be perfectly 
included in hotels and large spaces. The brand’s lighting range 
gives designers the opportunity to create unique interiors that stir 
emotions with their eye-catching decorative effects of light and 
colour.
“Light is an essential element of my Venetian origins,” de Majo tells 
darc. “With its long-standing tradition of glassmaking, the island 
of Murano is still my benchmark for inspiration, as well as nature. I 
have always worked within lighting and for me, a successful product 
includes simplicity and functionality – these elements ensure the 
long life of a product.”
Launched in time for this year’s Euroluce, Sister Light is de Majo’s 
most recent portable and rechargeable lamp. Following the great 
success of AiLati’s Poldina lamp, this latest incarnation takes the 

portable lamp one step further.
“The technical features of AiLati’s Sister Light are far superior 
to other lamps available on the market,” says de Majo. “It has a 
four-step dimmer to provide the optimum and most appropriate 
light in a room; a long battery life of 58 hours when adjusted to the 
low power setting; and the light warmth can be varied as required, 
ranging from 2700 – 4000K. 
“We aimed to create a product that stands out from the many 
solutions currently available on the market,” he says. “We put a 
lot of research into a product with functional characteristics that 
are in high demand and particularly ideal for restaurants. As such, 
the fixture also includes special functions largely designed for 
restaurants, such as a blue light for calling table service.”
Other technological features include a prismatic diffuser to increase 
the power of the LEDs and the light itself is made from hot-forged 
recyclable aluminium for a semi-gloss surface, this is then treated 
with galvanised coatings rather than paint. As well as this, a magnet 
has been included, providing the dual function of securing the top 
part of the lamp to its stem by means of a pin, while creating an 
ergonomic shape for an easy grip.
“In lighting, we have made the transition from incandescent 
to fluorescent and then from halogen to LED lighting,” de Majo 
concludes. “Design is able to extend to areas that would seem 
impossible previously. The power of LED lighting allows designers to 
create amazing projects, always. In working with light, we live to 
be illuminated.”
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